KINDREDSPIRIT What’s on... what’s new

SPIRITUAL DVD RELEASE
A Ghost Story, starring
Rooney Mara and Casey Affleck
is a film on life, loss, time, and the
enduring nature of the human
spirit. If you missed it in cinemas,
the DVD goes on sale on 3
October. You can view the
trailer here:
youtube.com/
watch?v=c_3NMtxeyfk

ROSEHIP OIL
The benefits of Rosehip Oil are endless;
from reducing the appearance of
stretchmarks to soothing sun burn, it can
also be used as part of a daily routine for
both men and women of all ages, even
those with the most sensitive skin. The
RosehipPLUS organic, coldpressed range,
hot off the shores of Australia is now
available here from John Bell and
Croyden. 30 ml costs £15.
treatyourskin.com, allaboutbeauty.com
and thefragrancecounter.com.

TRY THIS

NATURAL
HOME
FRAGRANCE

Incognito room refresher
provides 100% natural
fragrance for your home and
is an ethical alternative to
synthetic plug-ins. Containing
a natural blend of garlic oil,
pine oil, camphor powder, and
rare organic java citronella,
this ethical room refresher
works for up to 3 weeks
continuous use, or up to
4 months if the lid is replaced
regularly. You can also recycle
the tub. £8.49 from selected
supermarkets and
health stores.
lessmosquito.com
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VOICE-ACTIVATED FENG SHUI

AYRIAL founder, Victoria Weston is the first to provide
comprehensive feng shui content via voice activation,
for Alexa on Amazon Echo and Echo Dot devices. The
AYRIAL (Association of body, mind and spirit lifestyle
consultants) Feng Shui skill for Alexa lets users listen to
a new feng shui tip every day. Once new Alexa users
enable the AYRIAL Feng Shui skill, they can launch it by
simply stating, ‘Alexa, open feng shui.’
ayrial.com

‘NATURAL’ PHONE COVERS

The new Organika phone case range is not only made
from hand-picked and hand-crafted natural materials but
it smells of nature too. You can choose between the
energising aroma of percolated coffee, the freshness of
Alpine hay, romantic roses or the calming and soothing
scent of jasmine. Prices start at £23.23 (+ free shipping) and
the cases are suitable for a wide range of phones.
mmore.net

SCRUMMY
CHOCOLATE

The latest flavour in the Pana
chocolate range is made with
50% raw cacao, strawberry
and pistachio pieces. Vegan,
organic with no refined sugar,
and produced using minimal
heat (raw), this royal fruit and
nut combo make this bar an
absolute fruity delight.
£3.90 per bar.
panachocolate.com/uk/

